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Welcome to the Christological Astronomy (CA) website, which was designed to help you
understand the Christological significance and secrets of your birth date. What you are
about to learn concerning your life could be the most impacting revelation you have ever
received. You are about to discover hidden truths revealed in the heavens–truths that God
has wanted you to know since you were born, including your predestinated calling, gifts,
and purposes according to the celestial Word of God.

This is not astrology; rather it is the truth that astrology has counterfeited and cloaked for
ages. Since a sovereign and omniscient God created both people and the heavens and the
Scriptures say that He called us out before the foundation of the world (Ephesians 1:4),
then it is conceivable that He predetermined our birth dates and providentially arranged the
Sun, Moon, and planets to announce our callings and gifts so that we could see and fulfill
our destinies in Him.

There are three levels of this program to help you garner the deeper truths of your life that
are revealed in the heavens. Each level progressively unfolds in greater detail your
potential predestinated purposes and explains how the interpretations were derived. As
you see these truths and your excitement builds, please tell your friends about this
amazing new tool for discovering their potential destiny in Christ.

NOTE: An article explaining the details behind the recovered ancient art of reading the
heavens is posted at http://www.lmci.org/articles.cfm?Article=413. For more in-depth study,
the workbook and DVDs for Christological Astronomy can be ordered at 
http://www.lmci.org/showcategories.cfm.
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Christological Astronomy Profile Summary
Planet Constellation
The Sun Scorpio 
Mercury Scorpio 
Venus Libra 
Mars Sagittarius 
Ceres Gemini 
Jupiter Virgo 
Saturn Virgo 
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***********************
The Sun

The location of the Sun is the most contributing factor in interpreting a Christological
profile. The Sun is the only light in the solar system that has light of itself. Jesus referred to
Himself as “the light of the world” in John 8:12 and 9:5. All other celestial bodies reflect the
light of the Sun. The constellation that the Sun was in at the time of your birth shows
certain traits and messianic characteristics that are potential within you. (Remember that
the Sun’s location is not the same as in horoscopes and astrology, due to precession.)

The Sun is a picture of Yeshua the Righteous One. Even though the righteousness of God
is a gift and not to be earned, the location of the Sun will show your “righteous acts.” These
acts are what will accrue, during your earthly visitation, eternal rewards in your heavenly
account. In other words, when God says, “Well done good and faithful servant,” it will be a
stamp of approval for fulfilling what the Sun said about you in your birth sky.

Meaning



 Level One

The Sun, the most dominant image of the heavens, resides in Scorpio.
Scorpio shows conflict and someone who is present to bring change.
This means that you were sent to be a trend changer and one who is always looking
for a better way of doing things.

The Sun is the dominate image of the Messiah. The Sun represents righteousness in every
constellation it touches. In Scorpio, this is especially so, for here we see the conflict of
righteousness versus unrighteousness. This is the sum and essence of Scorpio: you are
here to bring conflict between righteousness and unrighteousness. You were designed to
be an agent of change and to be the one who challenges the complacent to get out of their
comfort zones.

***********************
Mercury

The planet Mercury was named after the Roman god who was a messenger. The Hebrew
name for this planet is Kovah Chammah, meaning “the Sun’s messenger.” Mercury always
travels close to the Sun, and the location of Mercury in your birth sky will show the
messianic message that you can carry and champion.

Meaning
 Level One

Mercury, the messenger planet, resides in Scorpio.
Scorpio, though often misunderstood, shows conflict and someone who is present to
bring change.
This shows you were called to be spokesperson to bring about change. You can be a
trend changer.

Mercury, the messenger planet, residing in Scorpio shows that the words you speak will be
words of conflict and conflict resolution. You are not the one to let the sleeping dog lie. You
are designed to bring the other side or a whole new perspective to the issue and, usually,
the energy to be a catalyst for change.

***********************
Venus

Venus’ Hebrew name is Nogah, which means "bright" and "splendorous." The Roman
name was given to this planet to honor their goddess of beauty and passion. In this sense,
the mythological name still carries the messianic message of passion and love. The
messianic message of Venus is very simple—the love of Christ.

Meaning
 Level One

Venus, the planet of passion and love, is located in Libra, the scales of justice.
Libra, the scales, shows the desire for righteous judgment.
You are passionate about others being treated fairly; you are called to be a minister of
mercy.

Venus, the passion of Christ, dwelling within the scales of Libra definitively shows a



passion for the lost and hurting—or those deficient in love and the Lord. God has made you
to be passionate for those who are suffering. The stars in the scales tell about judgment
and equity. You were made to be a child of compassion and mercy.

***********************
Mars

Mars’ Hebrew name is Madim, meaning "red." It is the red planet and red represents
fervor—what you will fight for, bleed for, and potentially what you will die for. The messianic
message of Mars is this aspect of “Yeshua the Warrior” being manifested through you.

Meaning
 Level One

Mars, the red planet of fervor and zeal, is positioned in Sagittarius, the overcomer.
Sagittarius is the horseman-warrior coming, shooting a bow. He is the overcomer.
This means you are a fighter and will not quit. You would be a dangerous enemy.

Mars, the warrior, residing in Sagittarius, the overcomer, means that you are a
never-say-die warrior. You’re probably really good at warring when you get a little blood on
you. This is like Jesus who refused to say anything in front of His accusers but knew He
would come back in the end.

***********************
Ceres

Ceres is the largest of the asteroids orbiting around the Sun between Mars and Jupiter.
Everyone agrees that at one time it was a planet. (There will be more about this in level 2
and level 3.) We again are dealing with astronomy and not astrology. Ceres, of all the
planets, holds a mystique about it—mainly, what caused it to explode. The Hebrew name is
Rahab and it is mentioned by name in two separate places in the Bible (Psalm 89:10 and
Isaiah 51:9). The location of Rahab, or Ceres, in your profile shows the possible places of
attack or weaknesses. Hence, it shows what you need to study and guard against—areas
commonly attacked, possible strongholds of pride, or even potential blind spots.

Focusing on Ceres is one of the issues of the levels 2 and 3. 

Meaning
 Level One

Ceres is a small planetoid that revolves round the Sun between Mars and Jupiter. It is the
largest of a belt of asteriods that most astronomers believe was previously a planet before
it exploded or was bombed by another asteroid. Much to the surprise of many, it is
mentioned in the Bible (e.g., Isaiah 51:19 and Psalm 89:10) and is called Rahab or Rakab.
This is a major piece of the whole puzzle when reading planets and locations. Our
computer program's accuracy has NASA reconsidering its ephemerides. It's location and
meaning requires more explanation and is given at level 2 along with the interpretations of
Uranus and Neptune.

***********************
Jupiter



Jupiter is the head god of the pantheon of Rome; his name was Zeus to the Greeks. The
planet Jupiter is the largest planet by far and namesake-wise, it holds a regal position even
among the other planets. It shows the leadership and courage of Yeshua.

Meaning
 Level One

Jupiter, the leadership planet, is situated in Virgo, the kingdom builder.
Virgo is the constellation of the visionary and kingdom builder.
This means you have leadership ability for your causes and beliefs. Virgo shows a
nonconformist and could indicate leading an unusual cause, but you have the
strength to do so.

Jupiter shows leadership in advancing a cause. Jupiter, as the largest planet, shows the
leadership attributes of Messiah; and being in Virgo, the kingdom-advancing constellation,
shows that you are a point person to advance a cause. Do not be dissuaded if there is
opposition to you in this. Most people are wounded in the areas of their giftedness.

***********************
Saturn

Saturn’s ancient, mystical Hebrew name of Shabbati helps in identifying the Christology of
this, the seventh planet from the Sun. Interestingly, the root word of Shabbati means the
"Sabbath"—the seventh day of the week. Saturn with all its glorious rings and beauty
shows the consummate messianic contribution of your life in faithfulness and service. This
is the hill to die on!

Meaning
 Level One

Saturn, the seventh planet of faithfulness and service, resides in Virgo, the kingdom
builder.
Virgo is the constellation of the visionary and kingdom builder.
This means you are called to faithfully serve in the causes you embrace. Virgo also
shows a nonconformist and could indicate an unusual cause not like others. Even so,
stay faithful to it.

Saturn residing in Virgo shows that you have an idealism of service in advancing a cause.
Virgo is very much the kingdom builder and shows someone who is more aggressive in
their ideas and plans. Saturn in Virgo shows undying commitment to the cause, and the
fulfilling of it may be a big part of your identity.

Level 2 will take you into deeper Christological interpretations of your birth sky by
considering the unseen planets of Ceres, Uranus, and Neptune. These interpretations
show your potential; but it will be your diligence and persistence in these areas that will
help you build these Christ-like characteristics and bring that potential into reality.


